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Abstract
Innovative computer techniques are starting to be employed not only in academic research, but also in com-
mercial production, finding use in many areas of dentistry. This is conducive to the digitalization of dentistry 
and its increasing treatment and diagnostic demands. In many areas of dentistry, such as orthodontics and 
maxillofacial surgery, but also periodontics or prosthetics, only a correct diagnosis ensures the correct treat-
ment plan, which is the only way to restore the patient’s health. The diagnosis and treatment plan is based 
on the specialist’s knowledge, but is subject to a large, multi-factorial risk of error. Therefore, the introduction 
of multiparametric pattern recognition methods (statistics, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI)) 
is a great hope for both the physicians and the patients. However, the general use of clinical decision sup-
port systems (CDSS) in a dental clinic is not yet realistic and requires work in many aspects – methodical, 
technological and business. The article presents a review of the latest attempts to apply AI, such as CDSS 
or genetic algorithms (GAs) in research and clinical dentistry, taking under consideration all of the main 
dental specialties. Work on the introduction of public CDSS has been continued for years. The article presents 
the latest achievements in this field, analyzing their real-life application and credibility.
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Background

Digitalization in dentistry has increased significantly 
over the last 10–20 years. In most developing countries, 
the shortage of medical and dental professionals stimulates 
the need for technology, especially artificial intelligence 
(AI) software. This can reduce costs, time, the need for 
human knowledge, and the number of medical errors.

Applications in the field of dental science vary according 
to needs – from dental emergencies, through differential 
diagnosis of pain in the mouth, interpretation of radio-
graphic images, analysis of facial growth in orthodontics, 
to planning the optimal prosthetics for a particular patient. 
Despite the recognized demand for clinical decision sup-
port systems (CDSS), the production of these systems has 
been limited and slow to date. This can be due to the lack 
of formal evaluation of the systems, challenges in program-
ming development, cost, and skepticism about the value 
and feasibility of CDSS. The use of digitalization technol-
ogy in dental practice has grown rapidly in recent years. 
It is hoped that the incidence of dental and periodontal 
diseases as well as deaths related to oral and maxillofa-
cial diseases will be reduced, making it easier to take care 
of the patient.

According to Mendonça,1 CDSS can be divided into sev-
eral basic groups depending on the applied data analysis 
technique. The types of these systems are listed in Table 1.

This paper presents the general assumptions of the ex-
pert systems in dentistry and the latest 10-year results 

of  research published in  all fields of  dentistry, based 
on the medical databases of MEDLINE (PubMed) and 
Dentistry & Oral Sciences Source (EBSCO). 

Applications of expert systems  
in different dental specializations

The topics in which CDSS have been used are system-
atized in Table 2. Every topic has been extended in the text 
below.

Orthodontics

The  decision to  remove teeth for orthodontic treat-
ment is important and difficult, because it tends to rely 
on the physician’s experience. An AI expert system has 
been developed to diagnose extraction using the neuronal 
network (NN; type of machine learning), and to evaluate 
the effectiveness of this model. Using the back-propagation 
(BP) algorithm, 4 models of NN learning were constructed 
and evaluated for the diagnosis of extraction. Success and 
classification accuracy on the studied models were 93% for 
extraction diagnostics compared to non-extraction diag-
nostics, and 84% for detailed diagnosis of extraction pat-
terns. Despite many limitations of this study (only a small, 
exact group of cases could be examined), the results sug-
gests that orthodontic systems may be useful in the case 
of expert systems with machine learning in NN which 
would be a great help for the  less practiced clinicians. 

Table 1. Types of clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) in medicine

Type of clinical decision 
support systems Mode of action Examples of first applications

Algorithmic systems

Used in logical classification methods, 
represented as DTs and flowcharts that 
lead the user to a desired endpoint. This 
approach does not depend on large 
sample sizes of data and can be applied 
across patient populations.

–  recommendation of chemotherapy drugs for breast cancer2

–  a diagnostic aid for oral pathology3,4

Neural networks
Algorithms that require training to create 
a set of solutions to a problem.

–  first implemented in the 1940s5 as a biological model of the brain
–  particularly successful at narrow and well-defined clinical problems such 

as classifying textual output of images diagnosis support6–9 and prognosis 
evaluation10,11

–  commercialized for image recognition and used in uterus cervix cytology labs
–  applied in dentistry to identify people at risk of oral cancer and pre-cancer12

–  also tested in lower third molar treatment planning decisions13

Probabilistic systems

Incorporate rates of diseases or problems 
in a population and the likelihood 
of various clinical findings in order 
to calculate the most likely explanation 
for a particular clinical case.

–  Oral Radiographic Differential Diagnosis (ORAD), a program to assist in oral 
radiographic diagnosis14 and a system that assists pulpal diagnosis15

Logical/deductive 
systems

Branching logic – a collection of if-then 
rules – to make decisions.

–  RHINOS, a consultation system for diagnosis of headache and orofacial pain16

Critiquing model
Program that reacts to proposed 
diagnosis or treatment with agreement 
or alternatives.

–  ATTENDING, HyperCritic and RaPiD. Both HT-ATTENDING17 and HyperCritic18 
are systems designed to critique the management of hypertensive patients. 
RaPiD uses both an automated and critiquing model for removable partial 
denture design19

Hybrid systems
Combine both deductive rules and 
probabilistic reasoning in the same CDSS.

–  HEME, a system used to diagnose blood diseases in 1950s
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Improved performance has been achieved with elements 
such as proper selection of input data, appropriate organi-
zation of modeling and preferred generalization.20

The topic of decision support for orthodontic extraction 
was also raised several years earlier. The authors developed 
a mathematical model that simulates whether or not to ex-
tract teeth in optimizing orthodontic treatment outcome 
and formulates the morphologic traits sensitive to optimiz-
ing the tooth-extraction/non-extraction decisions. Orth-
odontic records of patients with good treatment outcomes 
were collected, and dentofacial morphologic traits, along 
with their degrees of influence in the optimized model, 
were determined. The rate of coincidence between the rec-
ommendations given by the optimized model and the ac-
tual treatments performed was found to be 90.4%.21

Also, other studies have been published in the field of or-
thodontics. They aimed at developing a hybrid genetic 
algorithm (GA) and artificial NN (GA-ANN) to evalu-
ate the size of canine teeth and premolars that did not 
emerge during tooth replacement. The data was derived 
from measurements of tooth models. The GA-ANN hybrid 
algorithm was used to find the best reference teeth and 
the most accurate mapping function. During each itera-
tion, the GA introduced the reference teeth into the ANN. 
The ANN tried to find the best mapping function for relat-
ing the reference inputs to the targets. Next, the algorithm 
checked the stopping criteria. If satisfying, the results were 
reported; if not, the GA moves to the next generation, 

searching for better possible candidates among the refer-
ence teeth. This process was repeated until the algorithm 
found a result that satisfied the stopping criteria or un-
til the number of generations exceeded the predefined 
value.22 The percentage of predictive errors and the ratios 
of over- or underestimation when using the GA-ANN hy-
brid algorithm were lower than in the case of linear re-
gression analysis. The method is very promising, but was 
only tested in 1 ethnic group. More generalized studies 
in different ethnic groups are needed to validate the fea-
sibility of the proposed method. There are still no updates 
of the method.

The experiment in orthodontics was aimed at building 
a decision-making expert system for the treatment of orth-
odontic patients aged 11–15 years in order to determine 
using ANN whether extraction is necessary. In particular, 
factors affecting the decision-making process were discov-
ered. The ANN designed in this study was 80% effective.23 
This BP ANN employs the error BP learning algorithm. 
The basic principle of the BP algorithm is the propagation 
of errors from the output layer backward to the input layer 
by each layer that shares the error with neurons of each 
layer. The 20 test samples proved successful in evaluating 
factors that affect the decision-making process.

A very interesting and complicated topic about impact-
ed canines from the border of orthodontics and dental 
surgery is discussed in the article by Nieri et al.24 The aim 
of the study was to apply Bayesian networks (statistics) 

Table 2. Application of CDSS in various dental fields

Dental specialization Application of CDSS

Orthodontics 

–  the diagnosis of extractions with NN machine learning20

–  computational formulation of orthodontic tooth-extraction decisions21

–  design and implementation of a hybrid GA and ANN system for predicting the sizes of unerupted canines and premolars22

–  ANN modeling for deciding if extractions are necessary prior to orthodontic treatment23

–  factors affecting the clinical approach to impacted maxillary canines24

–  paraconsistent ANN as auxiliary in cephalometric diagnosis25

–  use of automated learning techniques for predicting mandibular morphology in skeletal class I, II and III26

–  an automatic method for skeletal patterns classification using craniomaxillary variables on a Colombian population27

Conservative dentistry 
and prosthodontics

–  modeling the longevity of dental restorations by means of a CBR system28

–  the prediction in computer color matching of dentistry based on GA+BP NN29

–  an ontology-driven, case-based clinical decision support model for removable partial denture design30

–  decision support system for predicting color change after tooth whitening31

Periodontology

–  diagnosis of periodontal diseases using different classification algorithms (a preliminary study)32

–  ANNs for the diagnosis of aggressive periodontitis trained with immunologic parameters33

–  supervised machine learning-based classification of oral malodor based on the microbiota in saliva samples34

–  predicting recurrent aphthous ulceration using GA-optimized NNs35

Temporomandibular 
joint disorders

–  BBN analysis applied to determine the progression of TMD using MRI36

–  outcome of 3 screening questions for TMD (3Q/TMD) on clinical decision-making37

–  use of ANN in differentiation of subgroups of temporomandibular internal derangements (a preliminary study)38

Endodontics
–  the reliability of ANN in locating minor AF (a cadaver study)39

–  a new approach for locating the minor AF using ANN40

Dental surgery
–  performance of ANN for vertical root fracture detection (an ex vivo study)41

–  CDSS for dental treatment42

–  CDSS in dental implantology43

Maxillofacial surgery

–  oral cancer prognosis based on clinicopathologic and genomic markers using a hybrid of feature selection and machine 
learning methods44

–  ANN analysis to assess hypernasality in patients treated for oral or oropharyngeal cancer45

–  application of FL in oral cancer risk assessment46
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to evaluate the relative role and possible causal relation-
ships among various factors affecting the diagnosis and 
final treatment outcome of impacted maxillary canines. 
The demographic, orthodontic and periodontal variables 
were recorded and analyzed by means of NN. The net-
work identified possible relationships among the vari-
ables considered for diagnosis and treatment of impacted 
canines. It confirmed the results of previous investiga-
tions on the same population in which the  final peri-
odontal outcomes after the surgical-orthodontics repo-
sitioning of maxillary impacted canines were unrelated 
to pretreatment diagnostic variables on the panoramic 
radiographs.25

Another work dealing with the  subject of  diagnosis 
in orthodontics presents the application of the paracon-
sistent artificial neural network (PANN) in the analysis 
of cephalometric variables and provides an orthodontic 
diagnosis. Patient input cephalometric values were com-
pared with means drawn from individuals considered nor-
mal from the cephalometric point of view by the PANN. 
The analysis was targeted to measure skeletal and dental 
discrepancies and establish a cephalometric diagnosis. 
The analysis results were expressed in degrees of skeletal, 
anteroposterior, and dental discrepancy, pertinent to upper 
and lower incisors. A sample of 120 orthodontic patients 
was processed by the proposed model and 3 orthodontic 
experts. Comparisons between the model and the human 
experts’ performance provided kappa indexes that varied 
from moderate to almost perfect agreement. The agree-
ment between the model and specialist’s performance 
was equivalent. In addition, the model pointed out con-
tradictions presented in the data that were not noticed 
by the orthodontists, which highlights the contribution 
that this kind of system could make in orthodontics deci-
sion support.26

Niño-Sandoval et al.27 used an already existing machine 
learning software (as the only one of the articles described). 
RapidMiner predicts the mandibular morphology through 
craniomaxillary variables on lateral radiographs in patients 
with skeletal class I, II and III. The researchers use 2 ma-
chine learning techniques – ANN and support vector re-
gression (SVR). Standardized lateral radiographs were used 
to create mandibular measurements. They were evaluated 
through a correlation coefficient using a ridge regression 
between the real value and the predicted value. The au-
thors came to a conclusion that the used craniomaxillary 
variables showed a high predictability ability of the se-
lected mandibular variables, which may be the key to facial 
reconstruction from specific craniomaxillary measures 
in the 3 skeletal classifications. The ANN compared with 
the SVR had a better performance and classification ac-
curacy reflected in its higher coefficients.27

Despite the fact that the abovementioned algorithms 
were very promising in  the  orthodontic diagnosis, 
none of them were introduced into general orthodontic 
practice.

Conservative dentistry and prosthodontics

The lifespan of dental restorations is limited. Longevity 
depends on the material used and different dental charac-
teristics. One recent study by Aliaga et al.,28 based on a set 
of data from graphs, notes and radiological information 
from information analysis performed using AI, attempted 
to determine the most suitable material for the restoration 
of cavities and long-term monitoring of the reconstruc-
tion process. In order to classify the cases, a multilayer 
perceptron and a mixture of experts evaluated the data. 
The multilayer perceptron uses a NN which facilitates 
the combination of outputs obtained by both methods 
and reduces error. As shown, the output of the classifiers 
corresponds to the input of NN. The 2 classifiers were com-
bined by means of NN. The conclusion of the presented 
study suggests that the system enables us to determine 
the type of reconstruction best suited to the patient, pre-
dicting the longevity of each procedure. The system adapts 
to new cases that are acquired by incorporating new data 
into the system database and updating information which 
is then used for new prognoses. This is an important issue 
which can lead to improved results in new cases introduced 
into the system. The technology has not been transferred 
to the clinical usage, though.28

The material needed to fill or replace the defect is just 
as important to the patient as the color of the selected 
filling or prosthetic restoration. Although the use of com-
puter-based color matching can reduce the impact of sub-
jective factors, matching the color of the natural tooth 
to ceramic one is still one of the most demanding topics 
in esthetic dentistry. Back propagation of neural networks 
(BPNN) has already been introduced to computer color 
matching in dentistry, but it has disadvantages such as in-
stability and low accuracy. The study used GA to optimize 
the initial mass and threshold values   in BPNN in order 
to improve the precision of matching. In accordance with 
expert knowledge, BPNN was combined with GA as a nov-
el method for computer color matching in dentistry. Ex-
periments have shown that the proposed method improves 
the precision and predictability of color matching in com-
plementary dentistry. The existing improved BPNN has 
a low convergence rate and it is difficult to devise a suitable 
network structure. However, it has high practical applica-
tion value and, with the development of computer science, 
dental practices will have more ability to provide better 
services for patients in the future.29

Also, in  the  field of  prosthodontics, an  initial study 
by Chen et al. was published30 that presented a CDSS 
model for specific design of removable partial dentures 
(RPDs). The authors developed an ontological paradigm 
to represent knowledge of patient’s oral conditions and 
denture component parts as well as a cosine similarity 
algorithm to calculate similarity values between input pa-
tients and standard ontology cases. All the similarity met-
rics described in the article demonstrated the efficiency 
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of the model. In conclusion, the authors admitted that 
the methodology merits further research development 
to match clinical applications.

The  use of  CDSS was also introduced in  predicting 
the  color of  the  teeth after the  bleaching procedure. 
The authors implemented the CDSS using the regression 
model as an intelligent part of the system. The system con-
sisted of 3 parts: patient individual data, pre-bleaching col-
or input, and prediction of post-treatment color (output). 
The results obtained have demonstrated that the CDSS 
can predict the color change obtained with an in-office 
whitening system using colorimetric values.31

Periodontology

An attempt to apply AI was also made in the field of peri-
odontal diseases – in periodontology. In recent studies, 
an identification unit has been developed for the classifica-
tion of periodontal diseases using SVM, decision trees (DT) 
and NN. Patients were divided into 2 groups. The codes 
created for risk factors, data related to the periodontium 
and, radiographically, to bone loss were created as a ma-
trix and treated as input data for the classification unit. 
In total, 6 conditions of the periodontium were the results 
of the classification unit. The accuracy of the proposed 
methods was compared according to their resolution and 
operation time. The DTs and SVM achieved the best ac-
curacy rate at classifying periodontal diseases with high 
accuracy depending on clinical trials. The SVM and DT 
results were 98% with a total calculation time of 19.91 s and 
7.00 s, respectively. The worst correlation between input 
and output variables was for ANN, and its efficiency was 
estimated at 46%. The SVM and DT proved to be complex 
enough to reflect all factors associated with the periodon-
tal condition, and simple enough to be understandable and 
useful as a decision-making aid for predicting periodontal 
diseases. The program offered a supportive diagnostic tool 
for periodontal diseases with high accuracy and opened 
a new area for identifying periodontal diseases. However, 
further research with a wider population is recommended, 
including research on advanced algorithmic models that 
use clinical and imaging data.32

Tests were also carried out in the field of periodontology 
using ANNs to diagnose and treat aggressive periodonti-
tis (AgP) resulting from autoimmune diseases. To date, 
 no clinical, microbiological or histopathological mark-
ers or their combination have been developed to identify 
AgP in patients with chronic periodontitis (CP). The aim 
was to determine the probability density function of clini-
cal and immunological data sets from patients with peri-
odontal diseases and develop NNs to correctly classify 
patients into either AgP or CP class. Matching probabil-
ity distributions to  data sets was examined by  means 
of  the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The ANNs 
were trained by  cross-entropy (CE) values estimated 
on the basis of the probability of demonstrating certain 

levels of immune parameters and the probability of the ref-
erence mode proposed by the kernel density estimation 
(KDE). In the case of ANNs, the weight distribution reg-
ularization parameter of method was determined using 
tenfold cross-validation. Possible evidence for 2 clusters 
of patients in cross sections and longitudinal weight loss 
measurements was revealed using KDE. Data sets with 
CD4/CD8 ratio showed from 2 to 7 clusters, CD3, mono-
cytes, eosinophils, neutrophils, and lymphocytes, levels 
of interleukin (IL)-1, IL-2, IL-4, interferon gamma (INF-γ) 
and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) from monocytes, 
as  well as  antibody levels against Actinobacillus acti-
nomycetemcomitans (Aa) and Porphyromonas gingiva-
lis (Pg). The ANNs gave 90–98% accuracy in classifying 
patients into both groups. The best overall predictor was 
ANN from CE monocytes, eosinophils, neutrophils, and 
CD4/CD8 as inputs. The ANNs may be invaluable in clas-
sifying periodontal patients into AgP or CP when they are 
supplied with CE values based on KDE. Therefore, ANNs 
can be used to accurately diagnose AgP or CP with rela-
tively simple and conveniently obtained parameters, such 
as the peripheral blood leukocyte count. This will enable 
clinicians to better tailor specific therapeutic protocols 
for patients with AgP and CP. The algorithm can effec-
tively classify periodontitis patients. Future work should 
be anticipated on bigger samples, extending the results 
of the present study and employing a wider array of param-
eters that can turn personalized treatment of periodontitis 
from concept to reality.33

In the field of periodontology and mucosal diseases, 
studies have been conducted on the composition of sa-
liva and microorganisms in the mouth. Recent studies 
have shown an effective method for classifying yeasts 
from salivary microorganisms using SVM, ANNs and 
DTs. This approach uses the  concentration of  methyl 
mercaptan in the oral air as an indicator of oral odor and 
the peak areas of restriction fragment length polymor-
phisms (T-RF) of the 16S rRNA gene as data for supervised 
machine learning methods without identifying specific 
species producing inflammatory oral compounds. Us-
ing T-RF proportions and frequencies, models have been 
developed to classify the presence of methyl mercaptan, 
volatile sulphur-containing compounds that cause yeasts 
in the oral cavity. The SVM classifiers successfully clas-
sify the presence of highly specific methyl mercaptan, and 
it  is expected that such classification will be useful for 
saliva screening in respiratory tract allergies prior to visits 
to specialist clinics. Classification using SVM and ANN 
does not require the identification of oral species of mi-
croorganisms responsible for halitosis, and ANNs do not 
require T-RF proportions.34 Interesting findings from 
ANN studies, also in the field of mucosal diseases, pre-
sented in publication by Dar-Odeh et al.,35 provide an op-
portunity to develop and optimize NN that can predict 
the occurrence of recurrent rheumatoid arthritis ulcers 
(RAU) based on a set of relevant input data. Artificial 
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neural networks that take advantage of GA to optimize 
NNs architecture were used. Input and output data from 
86 subjects (predisposing factors and participants’ status 
for recurrent aphthous ulceration) were used to construct 
and train NNs. Optimized NNs were tested using un-
qualified data from 10 subsequent subjects. Based on data 
analysis, ANN found significant correlations between spe-
cific environmental, individual and behavioral factors and 
the occurrence of recurrent aphthosis. This is of great 
importance for screening patients and for the proper edu-
cation of the exposed group.

Temporomandibular joint disorders

The latest AI technology has also been used to help in ex-
tremely complicated joint diseases in terms of analysis, di-
agnosis and treatment. This study investigated the analysis 
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results to diagnose 
temporomandibular joint disorders (TMD). The purpose 
of the study was to determine the progression of TMD, 
focusing on how each discovery affects the others.

Briefly, 1.5-T MRI (33 variables) and diagnosis (bone 
changes and disk displacement) of patients with TMD 
in the years 2007–2008 were selected. The data was modi-
fied according to the TMD diagnostic criteria. Bayesian 
belief network (BBN) accuracy was compared using 11 al-
gorithms (necessary path condition, path condition, greedy 
search-and-score with Bayesian information criterion, 
Chow–Liu tree, Rebane–Pearl polytree, tree-augmented 
naïve Bayes model, maximum log likelihood, Akaike in-
formation criterion, minimum description length, K2, 
and C4.5), multiple regression analysis, and an  ANN 
with the use of usefulness validation and tenfold cross-
validation. The BBN path condition algorithm was >99% 
accurate when using the regression validation and tenfold 
cross-validation. The BBN may represent cause-effect re-
lationships between different results and attribute condi-
tional probabilities that can then be used to interpret TMD 
progression. The research was made on the great dataset 
and the results are accurate. The program results would 
be helpful in clinical practice, especially when dealing with 
such a difficult topic. Effort should be made to implement 
the program in dental practice.36

The solution published by Lövgren et al.37 also helps 
in the field of TMD. The aim of the study was to determine 
the use of ANN to predict 2 subgroups of internal changes 
in temporomandibular joints (TMJ) and normal joints us-
ing characteristic clinical signs and symptoms. Clinical 
symptoms and diagnosis of 161 patients with temporoman-
dibular joint internal derangement (TMJID) were consid-
ered a golden standard and were used to train NNs. After 
training, symptoms and the diagnosis of 58 new patients 
were used to test the ability of the network to diagnose. 
The diagnosis from ANN was compared with the diag-
nosis of a surgeon experienced in TMD. The sensitivity 
and specificity of ANN in predicting TMJ ID subtypes 

were assessed using clinical diagnosis as a golden stan-
dard. Eight cases assessed as bilaterally correct in a clinical 
trial were found to be normal by ANN. In the detection 
of unilateral anterior disc displacement with reduction 
(ADDwR), the sensitivity and specificity of ANN were 80% 
and 95%, respectively. In detecting unilateral anterior disc 
displacement without reduction, sensitivity and specific-
ity of ANN were 69% and 91%, respectively. In bilateral 
ADDwR detection, sensitivity and specificity of  ANN 
were 37% and 100%, respectively. In the case of bilateral 
ADDwRn, sensitivity and specificity of ANN were 100% 
and 89%, respectively. In detection of ADDwR on one side 
and ADDwR on the other side, sensitivity and specificity 
of ANN were 44% and 93%, respectively.

Great progress in the use of CDSS has been made by Bas 
et al.,38 who used it practically in a clinical screening study 
of patients with TMD. Considering factors such as gender, 
age, dental pain, 300 TMD-positives and 500 TMD-neg-
atives were randomly selected from the study population 
(SPSS v. 22 for Macintosh; IBM Corp., Armonk, USA; ran-
dom numbers) who needed or did not need TMD treat-
ment. On the basis of the CDSS analysis, conclusions have 
been drawn which factor the influence on the higher risk 
of developing TMD (there was no difference in the occur-
rence of dental care or in the rate of subscription of dental 
care). Among TMD-positives, there was no significant 
difference in the proportion of women and men receiving 
treatment related to TMD. No significant association was 
found between which fee systems the individual belonged 
to and any specific type of treatment, and no significant 
association with TMD treatment for the independent vari-
ables of sex, age, profession of the examiner, or dental care 
subscription. The research was one of the first real clinical 
and practical uses of the CDSS in dentistry.

Endodontics

Artificial intelligence has also been introduced into 
the field of endodontics. The accuracy of ANN was eval-
uated in an attempt to simulate the clinical evaluation 
of the working length of the root canals of human teeth. 
It was measured on 50 extracted teeth by an endodontist. 
The working length was confirmed using radiography. 
The position of the endodontic file relative to the minor 
apical foramen (AF) was classified as distant, close and 
accurate by ANN, by endodontist prior to extraction and 
using stereomicroscope after extraction. There were sig-
nificant differences between the data obtained by endo-
dontists and ANN and the data obtained by endodontists 
and actual measurements with a stereomicroscope after 
extraction. The evaluation of endodontists was accurate 
in 76% of the teeth. The ANN found correct anatomic 
position in 96% of the teeth and was more accurate than 
endodontic markings compared to actual working length 
measurements using a  stereomicroscope as  a  golden 
standard after tooth extraction. An ANN can be used 
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to exactly determine the working length, which will be 
of great importance in clinical practice and treatment 
success as well as in the long-term maintenance of root 
canal-treated teeth.39

A very similar study, conducted in the same year and 
in the same research center, presented a new approach 
to finding minor AF.40 The new approach was developed 
to locate AF using feature extraction from radiography, 
followed by data processing using ANN as CDSS. Fifty 
straight single-rooted teeth placed in the alveolar pro-
cess of the jaw of a dissected skull were selected. Access 
to the chamber and canal of the tooth was established 
and the file was placed in the canals in order to determine 
the working length. A radiograph was performed to evalu-
ate the location of the file relative to AF and the location 
was re-evaluated after tooth removal. The file end loca-
tion was split identically to the previously described ex-
periment. Each radiograph was used to extract relevant 
functions using unsupervised machine learning method 
K-means for clustering, Otsu’s method and the Wavelet 
protocol. Thirty-six functions were used for training, and 
the others were used to evaluate the multilayer perceptron 
ANN model. Analysis of radiographic images (test samples) 
using ANN showed that in 93% of the samples, AF location 
was correctly determined by false rejection and acceptance 
of errors. It has been shown that ANNs may be the second 
opinion in locating AF on radiographs to increase the ac-
curacy of radiography in determining the working length. 
In addition, ANN can function as CDSS in various similar 
clinical situations.

Dental surgery

A study presenting NN developed for the  detection 
of vertical root fractures may be also placed in the field 
of endodontics or at the border of dental surgery. This 
is an important and difficult issue because vertical frac-
tures are often difficult to diagnose by a clinician due 
to cracks that overlap anatomical structures in 2D dental 
X-rays.

A probabilistic NN design was used to assess whether 
the root of the tooth was healthy or had a vertical frac-
ture. Two hundred photos from digital radiography – used 
to train and test NNs – were divided into 3 groups ac-
cording to  the number of  training and test sets. Both 
the training data and the test data were evaluated using 
gray data on the line passing through the root. The func-
tion deviation in the reconnaissance data was estimated 
between 0 and 1 to select the best NN performance. Neural 
network results were evaluated using a diagnostic test. 
The NN designed in this study had sufficient sensitivity, 
specificity and accuracy to be a model for detecting verti-
cal root fractures. However, before extending to a clinical 
application, further research is needed in order to work 
around several clinical problems, i.e., the grey-scale data 
in the experimental root fracture without any radio density 

material certainly differ from the variety of root canals 
in clinical cases.41

Another article connected to dental surgery has been 
published by Mago et al.42 The authors proposed an expert 
system based on fuzzy logic (FL) that was supposed to help 
to decide which treatment should be introduced in the case 
of the broken tooth.

Fuzzy logic is a form of AI that uses a collection of mem-
bership functions and fuzzy rules, instead of traditional 
bivalued logic. Fuzzy logic systems are capable of deal-
ing with imprecise values or vague concepts and are able 
to imitate human reasoning capabilities, which must deal 
with imprecise or not-well-defined terms. The authors 
concluded that the system is identical to dentists’ predic-
tions with respect to treatments. The system has been 
rigorously tested and the predictions are consistent with 
those supplied by the tested dentists, so it is concluded that 
the system is operating similarly to the intelligent behavior 
of the dentists. This system can be treated as an expert 
“second opinion” to help dentists during the decision-mak-
ing process of choosing treatment for a cracked or broken 
tooth. However, the software still remains only in the aca-
demic usage.

The field of dental surgery includes implantology, which 
merges prosthetics, orthodontics and periodontology. 
Therefore, the clinician needs to analyze huge amount 
of data before the decision about implantation. The ar-
ticle by Polášková et al.43 presents a web application that 
provides recommendations for application of the implant 
based on anamnesis and medical examination such as 3D 
measurements, diagnostic information for treatment plan-
ning and objective measurement of implant placement. 
The core of  the program concerned expert knowledge 
programming, such as DT. The structure model had 4 
basic components: inference engine, knowledge base, 
working memory, and explanation. This CDSS is based 
on the comprehensive appraisal of the morphologic fea-
tures of the proposed implantation site and can practically 
help to formulate an objective treatment plan in general 
practice, one that would include implant objectification. 
The system would be greatly helpful for dentists as long 
as it would be widely available and widespread.

Maxillofacial surgery

The field of dentistry that is particularly important in ev-
eryday practice is maxillofacial surgery, which involves, 
i.a., the diagnosis and treatment of oral cancer. A potential 
diagnostic error may cost the life of patients. Therefore, 
it would be advisable to introduce objective solutions, al-
lowing for 100% correct diagnosis. Chang et al.44 focused 
on this problem. The main aim of this research was to ap-
ply a hybrid of  feature selection and machine learning 
methods in oral cancer prognosis based on the param-
eters of the correlation of clinicopathologic and genomic 
markers. In the 1st stage of this study, 5 methods of feature 
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selection were proposed and a set of data on oral can-
cer prognosis was experimented with. In the 2nd stage, 
the model with the functions selected from each feature 
selection method was tested on the proposed classifiers. 
Four types of classifiers were selected, namely adaptive 
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), NN, SVR, and lo-
gistic regression. Results have shown that prognosis is su-
perior to the presence of clinical and genomic markers. 
The research was conducted on a small sample size mostly 
because of the medical confidentiality problems. Some 
patients, especially with such a difficult health problem 
as cancer, do not wish to reveal any information about their 
diseases to others, and are unwilling to donate their tissues 
for research/educational purposes. As for clinicians, some 
may not want to share patients’ data with others, especially 
those from the non-medical fields, while some do not keep 
their medical records in the correct medical form. Among 
the available cases, some patients’ clinicopathologic data 
were incomplete, some tissues were missing due to im-
proper management and some were duplicated cases. Due 
to that, the number of cases that could actually be used 
for this research was very limited. In order to overcome 
the problem, the authors employed the feature selection 
methods on their dataset to choose the most optimal fea-
ture subsets based on the correlations of the input and out-
put variables. The features selected were fed into the pro-
posed classifier. The method is very promising and should 
be extended to as many clinical centers as possible.44

Neural network analysis has been also used to assess 
hypernasality in patients treated for oral or oropharyn-
geal cancer. The researchers investigated the applicability 
of NN feature analysis of nasalance in speech to assess hy-
pernasality in the speech of patients treated for the above-
mentioned cancers. The speech recordings were evaluated 
regarding hypernasality, articulation, intelligibility, and 
patient-reported speech outcome. Objective measurement 
with ANN was not able to differentiate between patient 
for tumor stage and tumor location, while trained listeners 
are able to differentiate between patients for tumor stage, 
but not for tumor location. In conclusion, ANN is not yet 
able to substitute trained raters.45

The topic of the risk and causes of the malignization 
is presented in a recently published article by Scrobotă 
et al.,46 in which the authors aimed to estimate the oxi-
dative stress related-cancerization risk of the potentially 
malignant processes. They used FL to interpret the val-
ues in the input data and to assign values to the output 
in order to implement the multi-criteria CDSS. The risk 
was estimated as a concrete numerical value on a scale 
from 1 to  10 depending on  the  input numerical/lin-
guistic value. The system can be a great achievement 
in oral cancer screening. However, it needs to be tested 
on a greater sample (in  the research, only 16 samples 
were tested) before it could be admitted as a  reliable 
instrument to infer the screening in this very challeng-
ing field of medicine.

Conclusions and comments

1. As in another disciplines, SVM brings the best ac-
curacy and performance because of method construction. 
However, the articles present the contemporary achieve-
ments in CDSS without their critical assessment, largely 
displaying a very optimistic approach to the subject.

2. The validity of CDSSs is mostly established in nar-
row domains under varying conditions and technologies. 
Most of the systems have not been formally evaluated, and 
their value for clinical practice could not be established. 
Currently, CDSSs, in general, are developing as fragments 
and isolated systems with a few clinic- or hospital-wide 
exceptions in academic centers.

3. All of the algorithms and projects presented in the re-
view have been validated only internally. The algorithms 
use small, inner databases. None of them have been shown 
to affect real clinical decision-making.

4. A small sample size is a common problem associated 
with medical datasets. The costs that have to be incurred 
and the usually inconsistent, incomplete or noisy samples 
make it almost impossible to gather adequate samples. 
The small sample size problem is mostly visible in the oral 
cancer research.

5. The validation of the datasets is not performed truly 
independently. The cross-validation method is used, which 
might have too many variables that can improperly modify 
the developing and training of the classifier, which is why 
it is necessary to assess its performance on completely in-
dependent datasets, preferably from different institutions.

6. The presented ideas have a great potential to be a very 
helpful key for the clinicians to shorten the diagnostics and 
make it simpler and more reliable.

7. To successfully implement CDSSs in dental practice, 
there is a need to overcome many practical difficulties:

a) A dentist’s work is rarely concentrated around a uni-
versity clinic, where there are a few dentists for 1 program; 
dentists have their own private practice, often one-person. 
This means that the CDSSs would have to be financially 
available for the average dentist.

b) Only a  few dentists specialize in  one area, such 
as periodontics, surgery, orthodontics, or endodontics. 
Most of them perform treatments in many fields of den-
tistry, which means that a very extensive program should 
be created, making decisions in a very wide range of areas.

c) Ideally, the program should be immediately linked 
to an electronic patient database, so that the physician only 
writes data from the interview and clinical trial – other-
wise the program would take too much time in the chair 
and it would not be cost-effective for the dentist. The “cur-
rency of the chair-time” refers to the time that a physician 
must devote to performing a particular procedure.

8. The focus should be on creating a precise and practi-
cal program in the most specialized and the most difficult 
areas of dentistry. This should occur primarily in aca-
demic hospitals, such as facial and maxillofacial surgery 
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departments, especially for the assessment of the advance-
ment and treatment of orthostatic neoplasms and orthog-
nathic surgery, which are fields that link orthodontics and 
facial-jaw surgery, treating dentomandibular, mostly severe 
genetic malocclusions.

9. The  impact of  the  abovementioned techniques 
in clinical dentistry is inconsiderable so far, but they are 
very promising in the future.
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